Short Vowel Same Ending Word List

A
-ab: blab, cab, crab, dab, gab, grab, lab, nab, scab, slab, stab, tab
-ack: back, black, crack, hack, jack, lack, pack, quack, rack, sack, shack, slack, smack, snack, stack, tack, track, whack (Zach)
-ad: (add) bad, brad, cad, chad, dad, rad, sad, sad, mad, pad, plaid, sad, rad, tad
-ag: bag, brag, drag, flag, hag, rag, tag, wag, zag
-am: bam, clam, cram, ham, jam, pam, ram, sam, scram, spam, swam, tram, yam
-an: ban, can, clan, dan, fan, fran, jan, Japan, man, nan, pan, plan, scan, span, stan, van
-ap: cap, chap, clap, flap, gap, lap, map, nap, rap, sap, slap, snap, strap, tap, trap, wrap, zap
-at: bat, cat, brat, chat, fat, flat, hat, mat, pat, rat, sat, scat, splat, that, vat

E
-ed: bed, bled, (bread), (dead), (dread), fed, fled, fred, (head), led, red, (said), shed, shred, (spread), (thread), wed
-en: ben, den, glen, hen, jen, ken, men, pen, ten, then, when, wren
-et: bet, fret, get, jet, let, met, net, pet, set, vet, wet, yet

I
-ick: brick, chick, click, flick, kick, lick, pick, quick, sick, slick, stick, tick, thick, trick, wick
-id: bid, did, grid, kid, lid, mid, skid, squid, slid, rid, hid
-ig: big, dig, fig, gig, jig, pig, rig, twig, wig
-im: brim, dim, grim, him, Jim, Kim, rim, skim, slim, swim, Tim, trim, whim
-in: begin, bin, chin, fin, grin, in, pin, shin, skin, spin, thin, tin, win
-ing: bring, ding, fling, king, ring, sing, sting, string, swing, thing, wing, wring
-ip: chip, clip, dip, grip, flip, hip, lip, rip, ship, sip, tip, skip, slip, strip, trip, whip, zip
-ish: fish, dish, squish, swish, wish
-it: admit, bit, fit, grit, hit, it, knit, lit, mitt, permit, pit, quit, sit, slit, skit, spit, split, wit
O
-ob: bob, blob, cob, glob, gob, hob, job, knob, lob, mob, rob, slob, snob, (swab), sob, throb
-ock: block, clock, (chalk), (croc), dock, flock, knock, lock, mock, rock, sock, stock, tock, unlock, (walk)
-og: bog, cog, clog, dog, flog, fog, frog, hog, jog, log, smog
-op: bop, chop, cop, crop, drop, flop, hop, mop, plop, pop, prop, shop, slop, sop, stop, top
-ot: blot, (bought), (caught), cot, clot, dot, forgot, got, hot, jot, knot, lot, not, plot, pot, rot, shot, slot, spot, (thought), tot, trot

U
-ub: cub, chub, grub, hub, rub, scrub, shrub, stub, sub, tub
-uck: buck, chuck, cluck, duck, luck, muck, puck, pluck, shuck, struck, stuck, truck, tuck
-ug: bug, chug, drug, dug, hug, jug, lug, mug, plug, rug, shrug, slug, snug, tug
-un: bun, fun, gun, pun, run, sun
-up: cup, pup, sup, up
-ut: but, cut, gut, hut, nut, jut, rut, shut